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Finally, see our featured photos related to one of our 
strategic plan’s five peak priorities: Career, Leadership, 
Instruction, Mental Wellness and Belonging (C.L.I.M.B). Check 
out page 8 to see photos illustrating the work our schools are 
doing to support Belonging. Visit www.LSR7.org/CLIMB to 
learn more about our 2021-24 strategic plan.

This magazine issue reflects the importance of valuing each 
step in the pre-K-12 educational journey. I am incredibly 
proud of our team as we work to ensure we’re graduating 
successful students you would be proud to call your 
neighbor.

With much appreciation,
DAVID BUCK, Ed. D 
SUPERINTENDENT

SUPERINTENDENT’S 
MESSAGE

HELLO, LSR7!
Part of preparing each student 

for success means meeting 
students where they are and 
preparing them for the next step 
and life beyond the classroom.  
That starts with our youngest 
learners. Our amazing team at 
Great Beginnings Early 
Education Center understands 

the role each building block plays in child development and 
establishes a solid foundation for each child.

In classrooms and homes across the district, this team 
works tirelessly to make a difference for students and families 
with young children. Great Beginnings uses multiple 
programs to benefit all resident families, including providing 
free assistance and identifying students who can benefit from 
specialized support before starting kindergarten. Learn more 
about these programs on page 4.

Great Beginnings’ successful outcomes have led us to 
invest in new ways to accommodate our growth. This year, 
we used part of our 2020 no tax rate increase bond issue to 
expand the program. We purchased Paradise Park as the 
second location for Great Beginnings because the facility is 
optimized for early education. The former amusement park 
and family fun center also provides many new potential 
opportunities for K-12 students and our team. Learn more on 
page 7.

Turn to our recurring interview feature, In My Words, on 
pages 2-3 to hear from Joel Kilgore, a student from Lee’s 
Summit North High School, and Mrs. Heather Hamilton, 
early childhood special education teacher at Great 
Beginnings. Joel shares his enthusiasm for learning and 
serving others, and Mrs. Hamilton explains her passion for 
helping young learners make progress.
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Zoe L. plays outside the Great Beginnings Early Education 
Center. Meaningful play that builds a variety of important skills 
is a core principle at Great Beginnings. To learn more about 
how Great Beginnings’ programs establish a strong foundation 
for young learners, visit page 4.

BEHIND THE COVER
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Knowledge is one of the biggest 
things that we can pursue. It’s one of the 
most important things because it 
determines how we should live and what 
we should pursue as far as a career or a 
family or a lifestyle.

I want to keep as many doors 
open as possible so I have as many 
possible avenues in the future.

I enjoy math and science in 
school. It’s so fascinating to see, 
especially with science, how it can change 
the world. We live in a world that’s 
increasingly globalized and connected. 
The jobs that the world is becoming 
reliant on are STEM jobs. See how science 
can improve safety in transportation, 
build bigger high-rises, get us to other 
planets, cure diseases and eliminate 
poverty.

I very much want to pursue being 
a part of that change.

I’m looking toward engineering. 
I’m uncertain which field, but I would 
like to be a part of innovating. If I can be 
a part of transforming things for the 
better, using my natural gift for science 
and mathematics, that would be amazing.

Service is very important to me 
because I believe we are on this Earth to 
serve other people.

While you have organizations that 
may be more hands-on with dealing 
directly with people, handing out food, 
passing out needed medical supplies, 
someone who’s an engineer would be 
designing those medical supplies or 
creating those systems to easily transport 
items or improve the standard of living 
for an area.

I love the performing arts. I play 
the cello. I’m very passionate about that. I 
love trying to just become the best that I 
can. I love public speaking and just being 
in front of people. I also very much 
appreciate quiet study and learning.

I’ve done “Secret Garden” where I 
played Dickon. I was a dancer and 
played the role of Eddie in “Sister Act.” I 
was Mr. Mayor in “Seussical,” and this 
year I played Prince Christopher in our 
production of “Cinderella.” I don’t 
consider myself especially musically 
gifted, but I very much enjoy acting. I 
have a good stage presence, and I’m very 
comfortable in my own skin. I like 
performing in front of people and taking 
on a character.

I think storytelling is incredibly 
important in our world because it’s how 
people understand the lives of other 
people. That’s how we can feel 
compassion and empathy for others. 
That’s ultimately how we work to 
cooperate with each other rather than be 
in opposition.

Joel Kilgore is a senior at Lee’s Summit North High School. He serves 
as president of the LSN National Honor Society and as an officer in the 
LSN Student Council. He earned Commended Student recognition in the 
National Merit Scholarship program.  

IN MY WORDS - STUDENT

JOEL KILGORE
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I knew I wanted to be a teacher 
from a very young age. It’s the love I have 
for children, seeing their progression and 
just being able to make a difference in kids 
and help them feel successful.

I chose early education because I 
believe early intervention provides the 
foundation for students’ success. It’s very 
important for early intervention with our 
kiddos.

I went to college to get just my 
early childhood certification. I 
ended up student teaching at what is now 
Great Beginnings. That’s where my love for 
special education came.

Early education is important 
because it provides that foundation for 
student success. It is the start of their 
learning. It’s when they’re taking in all the 
information. It’s their first school experience 
with social and academic skills.

Success in early education can 
look like many different things. It could be 
a child giving you eye contact or requesting 
things. It could be a child playing with a 
toy. There are lots of successful moments in 
the early education classroom.

One of the most important 
things from our Great Beginnings’ beliefs 
is the power of diversity where everyone 
belongs. We also believe in developing all 
areas of the child, the whole child.

For the whole child, we’re looking 
at their physical needs, gross motor needs, 
fine motor needs, their communication, 
speech, language, social, academics: the 
whole child in their learning and what they 
need.

I think the most important thing 
we believe is that all positive 
relationships lay that foundation for 
positive outcomes. We understand that 
building relationships with the child is very 
important to get successful moments.

When I see kids make progress, 
sometimes I cry happy tears because you 
see how much they grow. It is such a great 
feeling. It really lets me know that I’m 
doing what I love to do and I’m here for a 
reason for those kiddos.

It’s meaningful to me that I have 
that opportunity to be close with families 
because it tells me I’ve built that 
relationship with the family and the child; I 
have helped that child to be successful and 
to learn.

Mrs. Heather Hamilton is an early childhood special education teacher at 
Great Beginnings Early Education Center. 

IN MY WORDS - STAFF

HEATHER HAMILTON
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PARENTS AS TEACHERS (PAT): 
Who Qualifies: Any resident family with 
children prenatal to five years old can 
request an in-home, phone or virtual 
consultation with PAT. 
Family Cost: Free 
Benefits: Parents as Teachers promotes early 
development, learning and children’s good health. They 
support parents and caregivers, who are their child’s 
first and most important teacher. PAT seeks to build 
community, help families thrive and ensure children are 
healthy, safe and ready to learn. 
Families receive a yearly child developmental screening 
and information to increase their knowledge, improve 
parenting practices and achieve goals. The PAT 
community provides opportunities for families to gather 

and learn about parenting topics, develop friendships and 
increase social connections. 
“We know the biggest growth of a child’s brain takes place 
during those first five years of life. That wiring impacts a 
child’s life and we want to give every child their best start 
in life,” says Tracy Halphin, Lead Parent Educator.

EARLY HEAD START: 
Who Qualifies: Families with children neonatal to 3 years 
old who complete an application and meet eligibility 
based on federal income guidelines. 
Benefits: Families receive weekly home visits from a 
Certified Parent Educator/Family Advocate, education 
about developmentally appropriate learning and 
activities, and access to local resources and support 
systems for all family members. 
Cost: Free

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

GREAT BEGINNINGS EARLY EDUCATION 
CENTER STARTS A NEW CHAPTER

GREAT BEGINNINGS’ PROGR AMS SERVE 
EACH STEP OF EARLY EDUCATION

Great Beginnings student Kyler H. examines a rhinoceros toy.

Scan for more info!
pat.lsr7.org

The early childhood education program in the Lee’s 
Summit R-7 School District has laid a new 
cornerstone as part of building a strong foundation 
for our youngest learners.

This summer LSR7 used funds from the 2020 no 
tax rate increase bond issue to purchase Paradise Park, which 
will become the second location for the Great Beginnings Early 
Education Center.

PARADISE PARK PROVIDES COUNTLESS 
OPPORTUNITIES.

Expected to open by fall 2023, the Great Beginnings location at 
Paradise Park relieves overcapacity, consolidates classrooms that 
are spread across the district and expands programming options.

Paradise Park’s “edu-tainment” Discovery Play center was 
designed to appeal to families through educational and 
entertaining activities. Great Beginnings will capitalize on this 
infrastructure to support its philosophy of learning through 
meaningful, engaging play. This property also opens up new 
opportunities for students and staff around the district (see 
page 7 for more information on Paradise Park).

GREAT BEGINNINGS IS DESIGNED FOR THE 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY.

The Great Beginnings team meets children and families 
where they are, whether it is in a classroom or a living room. 
Although Great Beginnings’ programs serve specific abilities 
and backgrounds, they have two shared purposes: parent 
education and early intervention.

The effectiveness of Great Beginnings’ multi-faceted 
approach is reflected in one success story, Katie and Michelle 
Wilson’s family.

LSR7 PARENTS AS TEACHERS GIVES ALL 
RESIDENT FAMILIES WITH YOUNG CHILDREN AN 
EARLY ADVANTAGE.

Like all residents in LSR7, the Wilsons were eligible to receive 
free support for their young children from LSR7 Parents as 
Educators (PAT), a program through Great Beginnings.

PAT’s developmental screening led the family to get speech 
therapy for their one-year-old daughter Carson. A year and a 
half later, the Great Beginnings team determined Carson 
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GREAT BEGINNINGS EARLY 
EDUCATION CENTER 
EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCATION:
Who Qualifies: Services are provided for children 3-5 
years of age with disabilities. Special Education services 
are provided for children who qualify for assistance based 
on meeting special education criteria and their Individual 
Education Program (IEP). There are a variety of early 
childhood special education professionals such as early 
childhood special education teachers, speech-language 
pathologists, occupational therapists, and physical 
therapists to support children’s individual needs. 
Family Cost: Free 
Benefits: Students receive early intervention services 
before they start kindergarten. 
“We can provide a wrap-around, 360-degree approach 
to them, so we can support them in their development,” 
says Great Beginnings Principal Jeanie Cook. “We can 
also support the family in partnering with us to help aid 
their progress.”

HEAD START: 
Who Qualifies: The Head Start program (a federally 
funded program) serves children 3-5 years old from 
families who complete an application and meet eligibility 
based on federal income guidelines. 

Benefits: Head Start is half a day for four days a week 
and provides early education, snacks and two meals 
daily. Meeting children’s needs (social-emotional, 
cognitive, physical, medical and social supports) builds 
a strong foundation for early learners. Preparedness for 
kindergarten is a primary goal. Family Advocates partner 
with parents to provide support for the entire family, 
often connecting them to community resources. School 
supplies and transportation are provided. 
“Head Start provides a holistic approach for the child,” 
says Lead Family Advocate for Head Start Jennifer Allen. 
“When they come to school they get their early childhood 
setting, learning, playing and social interaction, but they 
also get basic needs met by getting two meals while 
they’re here and a lot of other supports.”

TITLE 1: 
Who Qualifies: The Title 1 Program serves students who 
demonstrate a developmental delay and who are one 
year away from kindergarten. 
Family Cost: Free
“The classroom is designed to provide academic and social 
opportunities structured to support and prepare students 
for success in school,” says Principal Jeanie Cook.

SCHOOL PROGRAMS

qualified for specialized services because 
of her educational autism eligibility.

The connection between PAT and the 
Great Beginnings school building 
provided the Wilsons with another 
opportunity: Carson earned a spot in the 
Early Childhood Special Education 
program.

GREAT BEGINNINGS SPARKS 
TRANSFORMATIONS.

With a limited vocabulary and a shy 
attitude, Carson started at Great 
Beginnings in fall 2019. Katie Wilson, 
who is a former Lee’s Summit West High 
School teacher, believed having therapy 
and specialized instruction under one 
roof offered Carson the best path to 
success.

“Three hours a day, four days a week 
with specialists that could help Carson with her autism 
diagnosis and hopefully help build her skills and maybe even 
get her talking a little bit more,” Katie Wilson says.

Even as COVID-19 disrupted the world in Carson’s second 
semester, the Great Beginnings team persisted and empowered 
Carson’s transformation.

“She went from five words to 
probably 100 words,” Katie says. “She 
became very social. By the time she left 
Great Beginnings she had friends and a 
community. She was very scared to go to 
Great Beginnings. Just picture a three 
year old walking in, crying, didn’t want 
to leave me. By the time she left Great 
Beginnings, she jumped out of our car. 
She would wave, look me in the eyes 
and say, ‘Bye, Mommy.’ And then she 
would greet every teacher she saw with 
a high-five, a wave, she would be 
smiling.”

“The success Carson had blew both of 
our minds on so many levels,” Katie 
says. “Just to see her so happy. Her entire 
demeanor changed.”

“I would say Great Beginnings was 
engaged and involved,” Michelle Wilson 

says. “And not only did the speech improve, but not in a million 
years would I have imagined Carson interacting with her 
kindergarten class. This last couple of weeks she actually wanted 
a group hug, and she got the class to give her a group hug.”

Visit ecc.lsr7.org for more information.

With Great Beginnings’ help, Carson Wilson now 
has the confidence to participate in group hugs at 
Highland Park Elementary.
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Carson’s transformation aligns with research from the Center 
on the Developing Child at Harvard University illustrating the 
importance of early childhood education.

“In the first few years of life, more than 1 million new neuron 
connections are made every second,” says Great Beginnings 
Principal Jeanie Cook. “Early language and cognitive functions 
are the first skills to develop. We have that window of 
opportunity to begin working with children at such a young 
age because their brains are rapidly developing. We can help 
really build a foundation that will help them become better 
learners throughout their life.”

GREAT BEGINNINGS SERVES CHILDREN WITH 
ALL NEEDS.

Following Carson’s success, the Wilsons wanted their 
younger twins, Blakely and Maverick, to be evaluated.

“As a parent, you don’t want any extra roadblocks for your 
kids because life is hard enough. You want them to be as 
successful as possible,” Katie says. “We saw that there are some 
extra challenges for them. We knew Great Beginnings had more 
programs than just the specialized programs for kids with 
autism.”

The Great Beginnings team addressed their individual needs, 
which included communication and social-emotional support.

“Great Beginnings did a phenomenal job of not only 
evaluating our children with different needs this time, but 
placing them in classrooms that met those needs, with teachers 
that were just a perfect fit,” Katie says.

Half of the students in the classrooms have an Individualized 
Education Program (IEP) and receive special services. The other 
half have slight delays and serve as peer models.

Carson, Maverick and Blakely Wilson all made important progress 
after attending Great Beginnings.

Great Beginnings student Finnegan B. creates art with the assistance of 
teacher Gayle O’Hair.

“Great Beginnings did a phenomenal job 
of not only evaluating our children with 

different needs this time, but placing them 
in classrooms that met those needs, with 

teachers that were just a perfect fit.”

KATIE WILSON, 
GREAT BEGINNINGS PARENT

GREAT BEGINNINGS’ INCLUSIVE PHILOSOPHY 
SHAPES ITS STRUCTURE FOR SUCCESS.

The little learners may be too young to know their experience 
is structured for their success, but they know they are loved.

Before students reach the classroom, the Great Beginnings 
team greets each student with the “I Love You Ritual” to build 
a sense of belonging. The school day starts with a tabletime 
activity to warm up and then circle time to greet each other and 
to send good wishes to absent students.

Structured and unstructured activities develop students’ 
creativity and problem-solving skills. Outside time builds 
motor skills. Snack time is followed by meaningful play time 
focused on a range of skills such as literacy, math, vocabulary 
and reading. Center time involves more play as students build 
social skills.

“Play is a huge component of our school day because we 
know that play is learning and these kids are learning through 
play,” says Mrs. Heather Hamilton, early childhood special 
education teacher. “Through play, we are communicating all 
those concepts of ‘the car is going fast,’ ‘the big ball is 
bouncing,’ and just getting all that communication, as well as 
turn taking, requesting toys from peers, noticing our peers.”

Building a strong relationship with parents is key because 
families learn how to be advocates during the entirety of their 
children’s K-12 educational journey.

“It’s our goal to make sure that they’re comfortable with how 
we are supporting their child,” says Principal Cook.
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Supported by 82.2% of voters, the 2020 no tax rate increase 
bond issue included $9 million for a second Great Beginnings 
location. Although original plans had the second center located 
in a renovated wing of Prairie View Elementary, Paradise Park 
owners Jon and Juli Ellis offered LSR7 a generous deal: the $8.9 
million property for $6 million.

The 15-acre campus provides opportunities to reimagine the 
park’s ample indoor and outdoor spaces, existing infrastructure 
for early learners, an outdoor garden, children’s bathrooms, 
classroom spaces, administrative offices and more.

“Paradise Park will provide the type of modern, state-of-the-
art multi-faceted campus needed to keep our promise to 
taxpayers: to open a second early education center to support 
our current satellite classrooms and the expansion of our early 
ed programs,” says Superintendent Dr. David Buck.

It will inspire continued innovation in curriculum, student 
activities, events and the preparation for student success. 
District leaders have collaborated with experts in other 
education fields to help envision possibilities for the property.

PARADISE PARK 
EXPANDS LSR7’S 
OPPORTUNITIES 

IN PRE-K-12

Associate Superintendent of Academic Services Dr. Christy Barger (right) and 
other district leaders participated in a tour of our new Paradise Park property, 
which was purchased through the 2020 no tax rate increase bond issue. 

Superintendent Dr. David Buck (left) and other district leaders participated in a 
tour of our new Paradise Park property this summer to envision opportunities 
we can create for students.

The 15-acre Paradise 
Park property 
provides countless 
opportunities for 
pre-K-12 students. 
Designed for 
educational and 
entertaining 
activities, Paradise 
Park supports Great 
Beginnings’ philosophy 
of learning through 
meaningful, engaging 
play. The infrastructure 
could also provide 
new entrepreneurial 
opportunities for 
students and staff. 
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STR ATEGIC PLAN PRIORIT Y: BELONGING

Lee’s Summit High School students Ixchel G., Max V., Anderson V. and Victor M. in Ms. Evelyn Deida’s Spanish for Heritage Speakers class 
explored opportunities through Hispanic Heritage Month (Sept. 15 to Oct. 15). They wrote about being leaders, promoting awareness of the 
month and sharing their cultures.

Representing Highland Park Elementary at the Sept. 28 Board of 
Education meeting, Madeline O. and Hope J. highlighted their school’s 
theme this year, “Be Here. Be You. Belong.” They shared how Highland 
Park is building an inclusive culture, and they played video testimonials 
from the school community.
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See what Mr. Handyman can do for you at 
www.mrhandyman.com 

or call 816-319-2300
75152394

IF YOUR BACHELOR’S 
DEGREE DIDN’T LEAD 
TO THE CAREER YOU 
ALWAYS ENVISIONED...

MASTER OF ARTS  
IN TEACHING

EARN A MASTER’S DEGREE  
AND COMPLETE TEACHING  
LICENSE REQUIREMENTS  
ONLINE IN 12 MONTHS.

online.k-state.edu/campaign/master-of-arts-teaching/
A P P LY  B Y  A P R I L  1 ,  2 0 2 2  F O R  T H E  M AY  2 0 2 2  C O H O R T

75152389

Bring culture home 
with an AFS international exchange student

Embark on a cultural education of the highest order!
When you host a high school exchange student with AFS,
you open your door to new foods, customs, and worldviews.

afsusa.org/host 
1-800-AFS-INFO

AFS-USA is supported through funding from the U.S. Department of 
State. AFS-USA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.

Questions? Talk to your local AFS representative about the Hosting 
experience: Conswelia McCourt, 816-522-8104 (m); afs.south70@gmail.com

75152402

Call 816-616-4301 to advertise!

Support Lee’s Summit 
businesses! 

SHOP LOCAL 
this holiday season 
and all year round!

75
15

32
64

ACT...Easy As 1,2,3

Test Preparation Services

!

• 16 Hours of one-on-one, in-home tutoring
• Delivered in ten 1.5 hour sessions
• Each student will tutor 3 hours per week
• 2 tutors • Test anxiety strategies 
• Tutoring six weeks prior to each ACT testing date
• ACT homework and practice tests

965-0090
www.clubztutoring.com

$50
OFF!
*Call for details.

75152392
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75152408

www.LSCares.org

www.samhsa.gov/talk-they-hear-you

Students can take part in the CAP Program by 
enrolling in dual credit courses, dual enrollment 
courses or an Early College Academy. 

DUAL CREDIT: Students earn both high 
school and college credit simultaneously. 
Classes are primarily taught at the high 
school by high school instructors.

DUAL ENROLLMENT: Students take on-
campus or online classes at MCC while 
also completing high school coursework.

EARLY COLLEGE ACADEMY: Missouri 
Innovation Campus is a partnership with 
the Lee’s Summit R-7 School District, 
MCC-Longview, and the University of 

Central Missouri (UCM) to provide the opportunity 
for students to earn a four-year degree two years 
after high school.

For more information  
and to enroll, visit  
mcckc.edu/cap

75151206
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GRAPHIC ARTISTS ON STAFF TO
MAKE YOUR TEAM LOOK GREAT!

Competitive pricing!

no art fees or 
templates!

screen printing

(816) 944-4111

100 NE Tudor Rd #111 Lee’s  summit, mo

Liddlesports.com

facebook.com/liddlesports

twitter.com/liddlesports

instagram.com/liddlesports

your hometown source 
for:

EXCLUSIVELY AT LIDDLE’S!

corporate wear embroidery

spirit wearteam uniforms

logo design

no minimum orders!

design your own online 
store!

QUALITY THAT 
HAS TO BE SEEN!
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75150150

SCREEN PRINTING
CORPORATE WEAR
 TEAM UNIFORMS
LETTER JACKETS

SPIRIT WEAR

EMBROIDERY
BANNERS
POSTERS
STICKERS

WALL DECALS

YOUR HOMETOWN SOURCE FOR:

PTA’s - ask about PTA’s - ask about 
our online stores our online stores 

for spirit wearfor spirit wear

PTA’s - ask about PTA’s - ask about 
our online stores our online stores 

for spirit wearfor spirit wear

online.k-state.edu/campaign/ 
curriculum-instruction/

C O M P L E T E  A N  E d . D.  
O N L I N E  I N  T H R E E  
Y E A R S  W H I L E  YO U  
C O N T I N U E  T O  T E AC H .

C O H O R T S  S TA R T  E AC H  S U M M E R , 
B U T  YO U  C A N  J O I N  U S  A N Y T I M E .

C U R R I C U L U M  
A N D  I N S T R U CT I O N 
D O CT O R AT E

ENHANCE YOUR  
CLASSROOM  
OR SCHOOL

75152390

One stethoscope, many ears. 
When your child receives services and care from one 

doctor at Community Choice Pediatrics, they are 
receiving the experience, skills, and knowledge of the 18 
board-certified doctors, 10 certified nurse-practitioners, 

and 66 other health care professionals on staff.

Working together to provide the 
best care possible.

Providing comprehensive, compassionate pediatric 
and adolescent healthcare while empowering 

parents so they can ensure their child is receiving 
the best care possible.

Three Locations, 
One Community Choice.

Raintree • Blue Springs • Lee’s Summit 
28 providers between three locations

Tel. (816) 524-5600 
Fax. (816) 525-2697

communitychoicepeds.com
75152521
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CHOOSE UMKC

UMKC IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION INSTITUTION.

ADM 21045343

DON’T MISS 
YOUR CHANCE AT

 IN FINANCIAL AID

$190 
million

 ACADEMIC AREAS 
TO EXPLORE

125+
AND

LEARN MORE

VISIT
UMKC.EDU/ADMISSIONS

UMKC.EDU/VISIT

75
15

20
33

Priorities have shifted in learning spaces and now more 

than ever we know the importance of place for students. 

Versatility and adaptability are key to creating positive 

school communities. McCownGordon can help schools 

realize their full potential in existing spaces or start from 

the ground up.

LEARNINGLEARNING
SPACES SPACES 

OPENING FALL 2022
NEW  LEE’S SUMMIT MIDDLE SCHOOL

75149784

OPEN YOUR MAXMONEY CHECKING ACCOUNT TODAY!
LEARN MORE AT CENTRALBANK.NET/MAXMONEY

MEMBER FDIC. **Registration/activation required. 3. This is NOT insurance.

MaxMoneyTM

HEALTH
DISCOUNTS**,3

Trying to save 
on health 
expenses?

MaxMoney can 
help with that.

609 N 291 HWY | 816-525-5300
1305 SW Arborwalk | 816-224-7255
639 NE Woods Chapel Rd | 816-525-2700

75
15

15
04
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WALK-INS ACCEPTED • NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY  833.ROC.HILL

OPEN FROM 8 AM - 8 PM
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Saint Luke’s East–Hospital Campus
120 NE Saint Luke’s Boulevard, Suite 200

Lee’s Summit, Missouri 64086 

A PLAY
DON’T MISS If you have an injury on the court,

 let us help you get back in the game.
 Call our our offi ce or walk into our 
Rockhill Ortho Urgent Care. Open 

Monday thru Friday from 8AM to 8PM. 
From sprains and strains to total joint 

replacements, our highly trained 
physicians treat orthopaedic conditions 
from the shoulder to the toes. Let our 
team help you play all season long.

75151503


